Avalanche-h azard estim ati on for the present a nd the foll owing days is one of the m ain tasks of the avalanche fo recaster. For 4 years, some have used the results of a series of a utom atic numerical m odels in the Alpine m assifs of Fra nce. T hee progra ms describe in real time the m ain meteorological conditions (Sj1 FRA N ), the evolution of th e snow cover (Crocus ) a nd th e res ulting avalanche risks (M EPRA ) at different elevatio ns, slopes a nd as pects of the m assifs considered.
INTRODUCTION
Our obj ective is the real-tim e numerical simulation of snowcover evolution a nd an assessment of the corresponding avala nche risks. The basic ass umptions of the system a re: hourly knowledge of meteorological conditions at every computation point c1im atological homogeneity of the different m assifs, especia lly for precipita tio n (a map of the different m assifs can be seen in Fig ure 4) The current numerical chain (Giraud a nd others, 1994) is th erefore composed of three separate models which simul ate th e m ain features of the snow cover a t th e m assif scale ('" 500 km 2 ) . W ithin each m assif, all the parameters involved a re computed for different elevations and as pects. Th e working scale is well suited to resolution of th e different information sourCeS used (obser vation network a nd m eteorological m odels) a nd all ows representati on of the m ain structure of the snow mantle, except that due to local effects such as wind tra nsport or different orographic fo rcing.
The evoluti on of th e chain presented below concerns its ability to forecast snowpack sta tes and avala nche risks a t a I day range.
BACKGROUND
Th e prevailing meteorological conditions have a major influ ence on the evolution of the snow cover. They govern implicitly the different energy a nd m ass budgets of every layer as well as the type of snow crys ta l being form ed, most of th e physical prope rti es and the liquid-water content of the snow. All these q ua ntiti es a re ve ry important for avalanche hazard-forecasting, one of the tas ks of the French M eteorological Office (M eteo-France, MF ). Numerical m odels of the snow cover have also become efficient a nd relati vely reliabl e tools; their first application is to provide a complete description of the snowpack covering the different massifs. Th ey a re widely used by th ose for ecas ting avalanche ri sks. T he numerical simul ati ons complement their own skill s, especia ll y in a reas with sparse obser vations or during off-winter-season periods. The numerical products provide both a d aily description of the snow pack state a nd its evoluti on in the following d ays.
THE CURRENT SYSTEM AND ITS LIMITS
Snow evolution is simul ated by the Crocus model others, 1989, 1992) , acco rding to th e hourl y meteorological pa ra meters provided: air temperature, humidity and wind, precipitati on a nd its ph ase, incoming sola r a nd atmospheric radiation, a nd cloudiness. Th e m ain advantage of thi s model is it provides appropri ate para meterizations especially for simul ating the stratigraphy of the different laye rs a nd their metam orphism .
Avalanche diagnosis is performed by the A1EPRA ex pert model (G iraud, 1993) . It estim ates the main mecha nical pro perties (e.g. shear streng th, shear stress, a nd ram ha rdness) of the different layers a nd performs a mechanical stability a nalysis of the snowpack simulated by Crocus. Thus, a Durand and others: Short -term operational numerical avalancheJorecast diagnosis of natural risk (compari so n between shear strength a nd shear stress, with a specific analysis in the case of wet snow) and accidental ri sks (search of slabs including weak layers a nd influence of a n overloading ) is obtained for all profiles with different slopes with a n indication of the likely underlying processes.
Prior to the above computations for the snow, the meteorological conditions a re estimated (we sha ll say "analysed" ) by SAFRAN (Durand a nd others, 1993) . The purpose of the a nalysis process is to provide the requested atmospheric data for a ll massifs, by elevation bands of 200 or 300 m and for the different major slope aspects (north, east, south, west a nd fl at areas ) at hourly intervals. This goal is achi eved by treating a ll the available information: observations obtained by different networks a nd meteorological numerical forecasts of the ARPEGE MF model (Courtier and others, 1991) . SAf"RAN operates as a two-step process. In the first step, ARPEGE computes a preliminary estimate of the desired quantities (commonly called "guess field" in the literature) using suitable down-scaling operators (Dura nd a nd others, 1993) in order to take into consideration th e initial ARPEGE smoothed orography compa red to our fin er working scale. Afterwards these preliminary estimated fi elds are modifi ed with avail able observations.
Only for precipitation, ARPEGEs outputs are replaced with specific climatological fields selected according to different typical weath er conditions deduced from the shape of the 500 hPa geopotential field ; 7 possible g uesses in the Alps and 9 in the Py renees are used.
The three models are run daily; allowing us to follow the snow-cover state some hours after the last observations had been made. However, it was soon confirmed that knowl edge only of the previous snow state was insufficient, especially when the meteorological conditions were evolving rapidly. We thus had to consider a "forecasting-working" mode covering the foll owing day and providing a forecasted snowcover state to the avalanche forecaster. In addition, the system to be developed has to be time-consistent with its own "analysis m ode" and coherent with the meteorological forecast on a larger scale, which is also used by the forecasters. All these reasons exclude a ny local solution disconnected from the numerical models provided by MF.
AVAILABLE INFORMATION
We first identifi ed two m ain sources of information:
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The ARPEGE model, mentioned above, with its horizontal resolution of about 30 km. As previously stated, its direct use is inadeq uate at our working scale; its own orography cannot represent the large Alpine valleys. Nevertheless, it is well able to simulate the synoptic perturbations which will a ffect the Alpine or Pyrenean chains, a nd it equa lly provides a fair estimate of the meteorological parameters in the free atm osphere. H ence the model carries a set of averaged field qua ntities which must be down-scaled at the m assif scale.
The "nearest" meteorological conditions of the past. This method had already been successfully used and tested (Duband, 1981; Javarre, 1980) . Its purpose is to find a situation in the past which closely resembles the current one by way of "minimizing a distance" between these two situations. The search is generally performed over a large geographical area in order to optimize the occurrence of similar meteorological patterns.
CUSTOMIZATION OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION
All forecasting techniques a re based on SAFRAN which has to run without its dai ly observations but using the proposed information. SAFRAN must provide Crocus and MEPRA with their necessary meteorological hourly pa rameters (Du rand and others, 1993) . This purpose is achieved by continuing the analysis mode every morning (from 6 UTC the previous day to 6 UTC the current day) with a forecasting mode finishing at 6 UTC the following day. All results have to be avail able about 12 UTC on the current day. The proposed solution is based on customization and a combination of the two previously mentioned methods a nd involves the followin g treatments.
Large-scale ARPEGE fields
The main task consists of a down-scaled adaptation of the outputs of the ARPEGE m odel through the different operators of which an earli er version has been described by Durand a nd others (1993) . These operators are generally only used to build the g uess fields in the analysis mode. Some other operators, suitable for precipitation, were also developed. Contrary to the analysis mode, the medium-range forecasted precipitation of the ARPEGE model is used in the SAFRAN forecasting mode.
Analogous s ituations
It consists of searching for the nearest-neighbour meteoro logical situations, beginning with the summer of 1981. We look for a limited set of meteorologica l situations that resemble the ARPEGE forecast for the coming day. We generally keep the ten "closest" past situ ations (identifi ed by their dates ) in order to perform, if necessary, a second level of resea rch based on the neighbouring a nd ARPEGE-forecasted precipitation patterns. The search is perform ed by compa ring these forecasts with past meteorological field s obtained from the European Center for M edium-Range Weath er Forecasts (ECMWF, 1991) a nalyses. To use such archives is most conve ni ent but limits the search to the starting date of this Center, despite th e fact that many previous observation sets are avai lable for the massifs. We a re also certa in that a 15 year history is not sufficient to identify high-qu ality neighbouring situations, particularly if we consider the short return p eriod of some importa nt phenomena.
The "di stance" used to compare two meteorological situations is based on four fi elds: geopotential at 500 a nd 700 hPa, temperature and an estimate of the temperature advection (close to the temperature temporal tendency ) at 700 hPa. Various operators are then applied in order to compute this mathematical distance; they consider both the field a nd its first and second spatial derivatives. H owever, compa red with the areas treated in the above-m entioned references, the geographical search area is limited (Alps: 15 000 km 2 or Pyrenees 10 000 km 2), a fact that can j eopardize recognition of some synoptic patterns. So this distance is computed as a function of time and integrated over 30 hours of forecast over the same geog raphical a rea in order to compensate for its sm allness by a temporal dimen-sion. A supplementary term takes into account the forecasted and archived precipitation.
The result obtained, call ed hereafter the "full distance", is a number whose low values identify best neighbouring date. It characteri zes both the meteorological similarity between two d ates (called th e "similitude dista nce" ) and the quality of the ARPEGE forecasts compared to the ECMWF a nalysed fields ("forecasting distance" ). We can evalu ate a n average value of this last uncerta inty by comparing two se ts of A RPECE forecasts for the same day. The first se t is compo ed of 0 a nd 6 hour range forecasts a nd is of good quality, and will be our reference, while the second is composed of medium-term forecasts (from a 12-30 hour range) with a larger error that we want to evaluate. To achieve tha t, we compute the averaged forecasting distance between these two sets over abo ut 2000 days. The resulting value of about 20.000 (composite distance unit, integrating a ll the involved variables ) illustrates the inner errors of the forecast fi elds and can be compared with the full-distance values plotted in Figure 1 . This fi gure shows th e decrease of the averaged full distance (plotted as histograms with the scale on th e left vertical axis ) when we use a hi story search interval of 1-15 years. As menti oned , these full -distance values include both the discrep ancy between the meteorological patterns ("similitude distance" ) and the forecasting error ("forecasting distance", estimated at 20.000), these two p arts are a priori uncorrelated . The number of computed combinations for each histogram class is plotted as solid black squa res o n the left (in tho usand s). We must observe that ever y indication of the mag nitude of the distance is dep endent on its mathematical formulation (not ex pressed here) and therefore must b e considered in a relative way. As a result of this study, we are working to increase our hi story period with both fields a nd d ata. There is no seasonal limitation in the search; for a given day the analogo us situation is chosen within the compl ete set of search situations of the past without any constraint on the dates. In order to understand better how the search was carried out by the system , Fig ure 2 shows a histogram of the di stribution of the time dev iation (in months) between about 5000 reference situations a nd their analogous dates.
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Th e "0" class co rresponds to cases where, for a given d ate, the analogous situation was in the same month and the other classes refer to deviations from I to 6 month s before or after the reference month. \ Ve can see that, by itself, th e system favours the month and surrounding ones of the-re-ference situation, but the search can have a la rger deviati on when for exampl e the analogo us situation of a n a utumn reference situ ation is chosen in spring. 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
After ex perimentation, it was fo und th at onl y A RPECE forecasts (after scale adapta ti on) provided the best solution for es timating a ll the fields considered except precipita ti on.
This res ult has been given by Durand and others (1995) a nd applies over the Alps and th e Pyrenees. We shall illu strate it bri eOy by taking some examples from two well-instrumented mountain sites: for the same locati on at the same dates, the success scor e o r the "analog ue" method for which R 2 is onl y 0.764; pa nel (c)
shows the ARPEGE (I day forecast ) sco re whose R 2 is 0.895.
After these initial conclusions, which assumed the superiority of t he simple use of the down-scaling method for a ll fields except precipitation, ensuing developments in thi s paper will be concerned onl y with precipi tation which will also be treated by the "ana logue" m ethod .
ONE-DAY RAINFALL FORECAST
vVe verified (a nd shall disc uss later) that for rainfall th e "analogue" m ethod provides information that must be taken into a ccount. This findin g seems compatibl e with the idea th at use of the obser vations of the a nalogous situations can add a reali stic va ri ability to the raw and sm oothed ARPEGE ra infall fi elds by m odulating hori zontal gradients between m assirs; blocking events or limited rainy areas are often observed over the Alps and P yrenees. The ARPEGE fi elds have the g reat advantage of being implicitly consistent with the whole forecasting system ofMF a nd not exhibiting time dephasing as the "analogues" can do. This last problem is due to the fact that one cannot be assured at all that the a nalogous situation for the current day, beginning at 6 UTC in the morning a nd fini shing the following day at 6 U TC, is a previous situation starting a nd fini shing at these same times. Some experiments (not shown here) proved th at the averaged full distance values of Figure I (in fact its simi litude pa r t) dropped when the search was performed in steps of 6 hours instead of 24 hours, as is currently done. Nevertheless, this ass um ption must be made, because a ll available rainfa ll observati ons a re 24 hour data cove ring thi s (6 UTC-6 U T C) time period a nd our purpose is to use these data in for an autom atic analysis.
We fin ally deduced, from the studies described in the next section, that the procedure suitable for precipitation was a combin ation of th e two meth od s presented previ ously, by trying to keep a ll their resp ective qualities and produce a system atically better skill score.
QUALITIES OF ARPEGE FORECASTS AND ANA-LOGOUS SITUATIONS FOR PRECIPITATION
We began by studying th e intrinsic quality of th e two system s both in the Alps, with a set of about 3 years of ve rifica- tion (816 cases ), a nd in the Pyrenees, with a ra nge of about I year (326 cases). This verification of the 24· hour forecasts was perform ed on a ll the m assifs (23 in the Alps, 15 in th e Pyrenees, cr. Fig. 4) a nd rook as a reference the SA FRA N a nalysis (Dura nd a nd others, 1993) which run s the next day when real-tim e observations are avai lable. This choice was debatable but convenient; the natural variability of the precipitation fi eld in mounta inous a reas made direct comparison of forecasts a nd observations difficult, but the use of a referenc e analysis a ll owed comparison at the sa me sca le (i. e. the m assif, which is different from that observed ) a nd at the same a ltitude (1800 m ). It must be borne in mind , 16 ( c, d) on the x axis correspond to an all-massif average. however, that this reference field can be perturbed by different sources of error, especially during the ofT-winter season. This procedure can nevertheless be partia lly justified by different compa rative studies at Col de Porte a nd given by DUI'and a nd others (1995) . Th e first compa risons, rela ting to the averaged precipita tion values, exhibit a close simil a rity ove r the two a reas between the reference a na lysis and the "analogue" forecast. We are confronted here with a n a rtefact of our system. We a re ve rifying th at both a nalyses (reference running on the real date a nd a na logue on the pas t da te) have in fact the same internal climatology (according to seven typical weather conditi ons ove r th e Alps a nd nine over the Pyrenees, cf. Durand and others, 1993) . The mean value forecasted by ARPEGE is considerably different; it is much more important for the global average a nd is strongly influenced by the internal orography of the m odel. So, those 362 m assifs with a high average height in the model (for insta nce, H aute Maurienne in the Alps or the Spanish massifs in the Pyrenees ) are systematically overestim ated in the AR-PECE fi elds; this is, in fact, an indication of precipi tation at a higher altitude th a n the reference one (1800 m ). Thi s first study allowed us still to compute debiased coefficients for ever y m assif inside the ARPECE estimate with seasonal variability over the Alps. The Pyrenean coefficients were annu al due to the sm all history interval of the learning file. All these coefficients a re, of course, revised frequently when the size of the compa rison datase t increases. T he results are globa lly synth esized in Table 2 which shows daily averaged values over the Alps and Pyrenees; in addition some specific m assifs are also given.
The second study was concerned with the correctness of the forecast of the "precipitation" phenomena for the fo llowing d ay, irrespective of its amount. This led to the study ofa simple contingency table with two entries characterizing the occurrence of the phenomena. The verification index used is that of Rousseau (1980) which is well suited to precipitation and varies between 0 (very bad ) to 1 (perfect). Unlike the classical indices (ratio test, Hansen and Kuiper index (Hansen and others, 1965) or the threat score ), it is more constraining and systematically penalizes the biased forecasts. It retains the advantages of the different indices cited in being free of their disadvantages; in addition, its non-linear formulation is compatible with the definition of a distance between different sets. The results have finally shown that ARPEGE forecasts were the best only in the Pre-Alps (northwest Alps, from Chablais to Chartreuse, cr. Fig. 4 ) and a lso in the western Pyrenean massifs (Pays-Basque, Aspe-Ossau, cr. Fig. 4 ). This result agrees with the "classical" path of the synoptic perturbations reaching these massifs, which are well represented by the model. Nevertheless, the model seems to encounter some difficulty in representing the progression (or the blocking) of the precipitation areas inside the massifs, while the "analogue" method is obviously better for such cases. The results are synthesized inTable 2 which shows the global value of the two classes of Rousseau indices (denoted " 2 cl. Rousseau") over the areas, while Figure 5 (panels (b) and (d )) displays the spatial variability of this index according to the different Alpine ( Fig. 5b) and Pyrenean (Fig. 5d ) massifs. Figure 4 also summarizes these results by mapping the different massifs where the ARPEGE or "analogue" method provided the best forecast of rainfall occurrence. These results are not onlyvalidations but will be used later to a rbitrate between cases where the forecasts of the two methods are different.
A third study, on another precipitation contingency table with five classes, basically confirmed the previous idea by showing the superiority of the ARPEGE distribution in the first western massifs, both in the Alps and the Pyrenees, while the "analogue" method provided best results everywhere else. The results can be seen inTable 2 (indicated " 5 cl. R ousseau" ) where the index used is a generali zation of the previously cited Rousseau index described by Rousseau (1985) .
We next studied the temporal correlation between the forecasted and analysed fields within each massif. The results are plotted in Figures 5a a nd c with the same previously described x axis. Concerning these figures, we must note that the interpretation of the values presented is more difficult, Durand and others: Short-term operational numerical avalancheJorecast because our reference field (the daily SAFRAN analysis) is inevitably slightly erroneous due to its own interpolation method or its use of false data or, more prosaically, the lack of observations from ofT-winter seasons. However, as mentioned previously, the main advantage is that the comparison-scale problems were reduced. Contrary to previous verifications, this study clearly favours ARPEGE; it demonstrates the best behaviour over most of the Alpine and Pyrenean massifs; its major weaknesses appears in the eastern Alpine massifs, e.g. Haule-Tarentaise. Here, the model poorly estimates the south and southwest meteorological flows and generates strong precipitation, where in reality it should be weak with a more-or-less pronounced fohn regime (personal communication from Bourg-St-Maurice forecasters ). In the Pyrenees, only Andorra and a central Spanish massif are better treated by the "analogue" method than by ARPEGE. A briefsynthesis of the results is also shown in Table   2 ; it illustrates the mean characteristics of the ARPEGE adaptations (denoted by P ) and those of the analogue method (S) by comparison with the analyses (A ). One shou ld notice that these parameters can have strong annual variations as shown by the averaged Alpine correlations in Figure 6 . From this figure, though limited to 3 years, we can appreciate the annual variations of the moving quarterly scores. The relatively bad summer scores are principally due to the convective characteristics of the rainfall which both methods have difficulty in representing, whi le the correlation value often exceeds 0.75 during the winter season. The contribution of each method is also evaluated with regard to the rough persistence method. This method which consists of taking the current analysed rainfall as the I day forecast for the following day is a convenient way of appreciating the quality of a forecasting method and the added value.
MIXING OF ARPEGE AND ''ANALOGUE'' METH-OD OUTPUTS
Synthesis of the previous results, as well as of other studies (not presented here), which were carried out over shorter periods corresponding to different seasons with different rainfall conditions (frontal, convective and mixed ), led us to mix the two solution p roced ures. The principle was to minimize the root mean square (rms ) of the difference between the SAFRAN analysis and a linear combination of the two so lutions given previously (the first statistically centred ). The computation was done over 3 years for the Alps and I year for the Pyrenees. An immediate consequence was to achieve automatically a better correlation than with each of the components. This optimal mixing which takes information from each solution therefore provides a combination of better quality than each elementary solution (sce Table 2 , parameter Ml). The coefficients of the linear combin ation (hereafter denoted by am ) are variable according to the massifs and are annual for the Pyrenees and seasonal for the Alps; explicitly, it is done as follows for each massif "In" (the exponents "s"and "p" indicate, respectively, "analogue" method results and ARPEGE forecasts ):
where Rml is a preliminary forecast result for given massif "m", and R,~, and R,~ are the "analogue" method and AR-PEGE forecasts for "m" massif, am is the combination coefficient between the two methods (see below), and Nl~ and NJ~ are normalization factors (see below ).
The combination coefficients are in the range of 0.2-1.5 and are regularly updated according to the rms minimization criteria (see above) which is applied in every massif. They show (not presented here) that in each massif the mixing gives the advantage toARPEGE; more pronounced in the Pyrenees than in the Alps (which can be seen in Figure 5c ). The forecasted quantities are also renormalized according to the operational SAFRANanalysis; this operation is much more important ror the ARPEGE fields (as explained in the previous paragraphs; sec Table 2, field P ). 'Ve can therefore interpret this mixing as the result of a large-scale field, which is renormalized by massif and in phase with the meteorological reality, weighted by analogue-method outputs which are intrinsically less efficient but arc able to carry small-scale inrormation both with regard to the occurrence of the event "precipitation"and the variability between massifs.
The emerging Rml is successfu l in terms of the correlation with the analyses. The use of seasonal coefficients provides good quality in wintertime when the reference analyses are reliable. On the other hand, this mixing exhibits totally deplorable contingency chal'aeteristics (cf. pre-\'ious section ) in the two or five Rousseau cases (cf. Table  2 ). The explanation is simple; the wrong forecasts for each of the two components of the mixing were accumu lative. So, it is sufficient for one of the two to produce a wrong "rainy" forecast to obtain immediately an erroneous mixing solution. On the other hand, two "dry" components arc needed to make a successful dry forecast. All these problems are synthesized by a drastic decrease of the Rousseau score when it is applied to the contingency tables produced by this preliminary mixing.
An improvement or this first intermediate result was therefore necessary and has been achieved through an algorithm whose purpose is to solve the case where, in a particular massif, one method gives a rainy result and the other gives a dry result. The adjustment process is based on the two Rousseau scores which have indicated (er. previous sections and Figure 4 ) the respective massifs where each method is better for rorecasting the occurrence orprecipitation. The optimal solution is therefore to take only the most suitable method (according to Rousseau ) in every massif (without mixing) when the two estimates are different in 364 their forecasting of the occurrence of precipitation. The best-averaged ARPEGE quality is still present in the algorithm; as a matter of fact, a strong precipitation ARPEGE forecast is retained even in massifs where one should take a dry analogue-method forecast according to the previous criteria. All these rules are applied in both the Alps and the Pyrenees, and are used to compute a final field Rm2 which has been proven to be better than the other estimates for all the previously mentioned statistical tests (mean, correlation and Rousseau ) as shown inTable 2 and Figures 5 and 6 (and denoted by M2).
VALIDATION BY COMPARISON BETWEEN MEPRA-ESTIMATED AND FORECASTED RISKS
In order to evaluate the quality loss of this "forecast chain" with regard to the "analysis chain" results and to complete the SAFRAN tests, qualitative comparisons were done. 'Ve compared MEPRA natural risks coming from both the "analysis" and the "forecast chain" that are valid for the same day. To carry out these comparisons, the measurement of MEPRA risks was defined. Different indices were tested and onc was chosen that summarized the great spatial variability and intensity of the MEPRA natural risks within a massif. To account for the intensity of the risk, each level of the MEPRA scale was assigned a weighting of 0 for very low and low risk, 2 for moderately decreasing risk, 3 for moderately increasing risk, 4 or 5 for high or very high risk. The AIEPRA index is, in fact, the average of the MEPRA natural risk between the elevations or 1500 and 3000 m for all aspects (north, east, southeast, south, southwest and west). In the past, the same index was also used to compare naturally observed avalanche activity with MEPRA risks (Giraud and others, 1994) . For this validation, 5 years of comparisons were done for the Vanoise massifin the Savoy department. A small decrease in quality was measured except when forecast errors co ncerned the precipitation values. The 1994-95 winter example (Fig. 7, panels (a) and (b)) shows three periods with high forecasted risks and very low estimated risks, 22 December 1994, 4 and 29 March 1995. These spectacular errors are due to wrong forecasts of precipitation values, Ilear 40-50 cm of forecast fresh snow even though no precipitation was observed. In the other cases, the results are quite good and the forecast risks overlap the estimated risks.
These numerical results can be compared (Fig. 7 , panel (c)) with an observed avalanche-activity score deduced from the daily data which are sent by the snow patrolers at the ski resorts. This score is expressed on a different scale of about 16 levels (Giraud and others, 1987) and shows good agreement with previous resul ts ( Fig. 7, panels (a) and (b)), especially in terms of phasing. Nevertheless, the difficulty of observing all the avalanche events (especially in bad weather conditions ) makes quantitative comparisons diIIicult to achieve.
CONCLUSION
Meteorological and avalanche forecasts in mountainous areas are difficult exercises from which one sti ll has a lot to learn. Our attempt, though still based on a too-limited series of comparisons, is a appropriate answer to the demands for a local "mountainous forecasting" dealing with smallscale phenomena. We have presented a so lution, which u es the different existing tools and provides a 24 hour forecast for the different meteorological parameters that are relevant for numerical snow simulation a nd related avalanche risks. It is based on down-scaling th e large r-scale ARPEGE fi eld s and usin g ana logous situations from the past. If, for all qu antiti es except precipitation, the down-scaling method provides the best results, the precipitation forecast is the result of a combination of the two previous methods. The impact of the "analogue" -method forecast is at once "sens ible" to th e forecasters, who appreciate obtaining an earli er situ ation, and is especial ly discriminating for the precipitation-forecast occurrence. ARPEGE gives valuable averaged information and mixing only increases the quality of the forecast of precipitation produced. This mixing must still be automatically supervised in order to ayoid wrong fore-D umnd and others: Short-term opemtional numerical avalancheJorecast casts of each component. The system is now used in realtime by forecasters as a suppl ement to traditiona l tools a nd provides a full snowpack description covering the whole range of avala nche reports.
